


Grassroots Marketing Ideas for Yoga Teachers 

Digital Marketing is a necessity for a business or cause in the modern world and an 
amazing way for us as yoga teachers to share our message on a larger scale. However, 
as we become increasingly bombarded by adverts and messages online via e-mail, social 
media, news websites and search engines - the genuine connection which can be 
achieved via old-fashioned grassroots marketing strategies still holds huge potential.  

Here’s a few ideas to give you some inspiration for promoting your yoga business offline: 

Get Involved 
Do any of your friends or family attend a club or society close to the area you teach your 
classes? It could be anything from rugby or running to something like the WI or even a 
weight loss club - the possibilities are endless for how you could adapt a class to be 
relevant to each group. If so, it might be worth offering to go along and provide a free mini 
yoga class at one of their meetings. Take a stack of business cards or flyers with you and 
at the end thank them for their time and invite everyone to come along to one of your 
regular classes. 

Networking Events  
A quick search on a platform like Eventbrite or asking friends that have their own business 
will usually bring up some good local networking events. There are lots of possible benefits 
to a yoga teacher for attending meet ups like these and chatting to the people there, for 
example, if it’s a group of local business owners, it’s likely to be people who have an 
element of stress in their life and would benefit greatly from a decent savasana! Also, there 
may be opportunities to partner with local companies and teach classes to their staff if that 
is something that interests you.   

Be Social 
Normal social events and parties hold lots of possibilities for potential grassroots 
marketing. When your talking to new people - really listen to what they are telling you 
about their lifestyle, if you genuinely think someone would benefit from your yoga, don’t be 
afraid to tell them what you do & offer them a free class to see if they enjoy it. Also, if you 
think they would benefit more from a different type of class - pass them in the direction of 
that teacher.  

Reach Out to Local Businesses  
Look at the shops & businesses around the area that you teach your classes in - do you 
think the style you teach would be relevant to any of their staff? Pop into places like local 
coffee shops, salons or offices and take along some flyers. You could offer staff members 
a free class in exchange for leaving some leaflets in their window - that way, you’ll engage 
their staff & possibly other members of the local community too.  

Refer a Friend 
Look to your regulars & the people that you know get a lot out of coming to your classes - 
they are excellent ambassadors for what you do and it’s benefits. Word of mouth 
marketing is powerful, people tend to trust their friends opinions. Why not invite a regular 
to bring a friend who they think needs some yoga in their life to your next class? In 



exchange, you could offer a discount to their next month’s block. Not only are you giving 
something back to someone who supports you, your also potentially gaining a new client.  

Community Classes 
Some yoga studios will have a community/donation based class program, where yoga 
teachers hold complimentary classes. This is an excellent way to engage with your local 
yoga community & also demonstrate what you do to a wider audience. As always, take 
some business cards along, direct attendees to your website or social media pages and 
tell them where you regularly teach and what format your classes take. Be approachable 
and chat to students at the beginning and end of class, answer any questions they might 
have about you or a yoga practice in general to the best of your ability. To find out more 
about Seasonal Yoga’s Community Outreach program, click here.  

As with any form of marketing, results are not guaranteed. However, if you are authentic 
and passionate about what you do & approach these activities with the aim of finding 
individuals or groups that would truly benefit from your teaching - you will be able to build 
genuine connection with new students. Do you have any tried & tested methods for 
Grassroots marketing activity? If so, we would love you to share your ideas in the 
comments below!  
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3. Think of 3 different social events you have coming up
which would allow you to discuss your classes//

1//

2//

3//

Potential leads to take forward //

4. List 3 local businesses with staff you could offer free
trial classes to//

1//

2//

3//

Potential leads to take forward //

5. List 3 current clients you could invite to refer one 
of their friends//

1//

2//

3//

Potential leads to take forward //

DONE



It’s time to open yourself up to the possibilities of grassroots marketing - 
by engaging potential yogis face-to-face you are able to really get 
across your passion and knowledge, encouraging new people to come 
along to one of your classes. 

If you have any other ideas for marketing in the offline world, we would 
love to hear about them! We’re striving to make The Seasonal Hub an 
inclusive community where yoga teachers come together to offer advice, 
share stories and gain a deeper insight into the world of Seasonal yoga. 

Have fun with the worksheets & allow yourself to explore new 
opportunities you had not previously considered. 

We can’t wait to find out how you get on! x 


